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Oil Burner, Eggshell Ceramic - In 4 Colors

  

Use with your favorite oil to fill your space with a wonderful, smoke-free fragrance. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $5.00

Sales price without tax $5.00

Tax amount 

  

Ask a question about this product 

Description 
Use with your favorite oil to fill your space with a wonderful, smoke-free fragrance.

Aromatherapy has been used for centuries in many cultures to calm the nerves and relieve stress. Aromatherapy allows relief through the sense
of smell. The different scents of Aromatherapy can be found in many forms such as incense or oil.
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Oils & Aromatherapy: Oil Burner, Eggshell Ceramic - In 4 Colors
 

Incense is generally burned to realse its fragrance in the form of smoke, however, if you are sensitive to smoke an oil burner with the same
great smells is a much better way for you to get your favorite scents into your space.

To use one of our burners begin with filling the top bowl about three quarters of the way hot tap water, (this way the tea light won't take so long
to steam your smells), then add as many drops as you like of which ever oils you have chosen, mixing and blending is perfectly acceptable. As
the oils evaporate there scent is released throughout the room or space. An oil burner is very powerful tool due to the open flame under the oil
which makes the oil disperse quickly. One should be aware not overdo the use of oil as it can get quite strong if used in too large an amount.
And always keep an eye on your brew and add more HOT water as needed to prevent spatting, (if you add cold it can crack your hot burner).
And please never leave your burner going unattended, we don't want you to have an unwanted fire.

Approx. 4" Tall - Available in Red, White, Green and Blue Eggshell Finish

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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